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of the twin brethren.   I do not wish to dwell upon it: the more it is 1896-1899
analysed the worse it looks:   but fortunately the comic aspect of it ASe 42"47
comes to help us out of the pure disgust which it first excited.   You have
located it well in speaking of the nursery.
I thought you got most admirably out of a most awkward position at
Birmingham and I was particularly pleased with your protest against the
implied (or almost open) accusation of disloyalty on our part.
How much more dignified and easier it would have been if the big
man had written a simple note to Ellis, alleging advancing years, failing
sight, loss of Lou Lou, &c, &c. as reason for not going on. I never knew
a more gratuitous bungle than the whole thing, But we can laugh over
it at our leisure. From all I hear it has been badly taken in the country
—especially the antistrophe of Meliboeus.
The situation is hideous. I can honestly reciprocate every word you
say. I am not my own candidate, and will do my best to help another
far more merrily than I should ask help for myself. I really do not know
what may come of it, and can only hope that the weeks as they pass may
have a settling effect.
But the big salmon will always be sulking under his stone, and ready
for occasional plunges which will not always be free from a sinister inten-
tion. This is only human.
Tom Ellis has written to me suggesting that I, as senior, should call
together the e±-Ministers by and by, in prospect of a party meeting. I
have told him it would better come from him and have asked Mm whom
he means by ex-Ministers. You, me, Fowler, Bryce—(the fewer men the
greater share of honour)—? J. M., and ? ? ? the big fish. If the latter
our lot will be worse than ever.
And as to enlarging the circle, we should get into a bag of trouble.
There is plenty of time for considering this.
I have no doubt that we poor ex-Cabinets at least shall have no
difficulty, whoever may be nominal leader, in holding together and
steering straight.
Very truly yours,
E. C.-B,
Eccentricity of handwriting please set down to the fact that I write
from bed, and have never acquired the art of it. A violent cold, merely,
and passing off.
The reader can be left to judge for himself of the conduct of the
parties to these transactions. Asquith's own line seems above
reproach. The party gathering together its battered and mutilated
forces, fell into line under its new leader, and moved patiently
forward to meet its next crisis.
m
In 1895, Asquith, as ex-Cabinet Minister  (in violation of all
precedent) returned to the Bar and continued in substantial leading

